
 
 
December 21, 2018 
 
 
Senior Director, Spectrum Management Operations Branch 
Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada 
235 Queen Street, 6th floor 
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0H5 
ic.spectrumoperations-operationsduspectre.ic@canada.ca 
 
 Re: BCBA’s comments to Gazette Notice DGSO-001-18 — Consultation on Licence Fees 

 for Fixed Point-to-Point Radio Systems  

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Introduction 

1 The BC Broadband Association (“BCBA”) is a group of telecommunications service 
providers, equipment suppliers and infrastructure constructors in Western Canada. We 
represent internet service providers who operate in both rural and urban parts of British 
Columbia. 

2 The BCBA applauds ISED’s initiative in putting forward a proposal that largely reflects 
the need for an up-to-date fee structure that will encourage efficient use of spectrum in 
Canada. 

3 The BCBA encourages ISED to include a discounted rate structure in un-congested areas 
that will both reflect lower demand for frequency licences in rural areas, and encourage 
broadband deployments in rural and remote areas. 

4 The BCBA notes that there is limited information to provide guidance on the economic 
price for point-to-point frequencies, since these are not traded on a secondary market. 
However, we do know that in many cases, rural operators in areas with negligible 
congestion choose to employ license-free links rather than licensed links, despite the 
better performance of licensed links, due to the cost of licensing. In these rural areas, 
significant discounts would be appropriate in order to promote efficient use of the 
spectrum, and to encourage the goals of the essential services program. 

5 As an example, consider a remote community that would be served by a 1 Gbps 
microwave link in the 11 GHz, 15 GHz, or 18 GHz band. Using today’s technology, this 
could be implemented using two 60 MHz duplex channels in the 11 GHz band. The 
annual fee for such a link based on the ISED proposal would be $24 (base rate) × 60 MHz 
× 2 (duplex) = $2,880/year or $240/month. The business model of providing service in a 
very remote or rural community would not support this cost. We believe that a 60% 
discount, for an annual fee of $1,152, would be a feasible cost to serve a small 
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community. This would encourage the deployment of 1 Gbps infrastructure in to rural 
and remote communities. 

6 The BCBA supports a discount of 60% in un-congested areas. Un-congested areas could 
be defined as areas outside census metropolitan areas (CMA) and census agglomeration 
areas (CA). 

7 ISED could also use other definitions of congested and un-congested areas, for example 
the definitions described in RIC-42 or SP 1-20. The BCBA supports the CMA/CA 
classification since this would be simple to administer, and would act as a reasonable 
proxy for congestion in the Canadian market. 

8 With appropriate discounts in place for un-congested areas, this rate structure will 
promote efficiency and innovation in the point-to-point microwave ecosystem. 

9 The BCBA thanks ISED for the opportunity to comment on this consultation. 

 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Bob Allen 
President 
BC Broadband Association 
 
 


